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About This Software

VertoStudio VR is a fully-capable 3D modeling studio designed to run entirely in VR! No mirroring or external software is
required of any kind. You can use it to import FBX, OBJ, DAE (and more) directly in front of you, then configure every aspect
of the visual display of these scenes directly down to the individual polygons. It also supports a full-scale desktop 3D modeling

mode that can run at the same time as the VR mode!

Whether you are mocking up a quick VR workflow, or designing production VR environments, this tool eliminates all of the
pipeline complexity involved with getting 3D assets and content into VR quickly. Using Verto Studio, there is no more

guesswork in designing for VR. By including a traditional desktop-based 3D modeling mode, artists can move into VR at their
own pace, and leverage the benefits of both modes as they navigate their way into this new technology.

Verto Studio VR Features

 Create 3D scenes from scratch without the need for external computers or software.

 Prefabs: Plane, Cube, Sphere, Torus, Cylinder, Sketch (draw in 3D), Terrain height map (image based), Text (supports
custom ttf fonts)

 Object edit mode: Rotate, Translate, Scale, Select entire objects and manipulate their transforms.

 Includes real-world unit system for editing absolute position and scale of objects in meters.
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 Snap to grid, snap to vertex, snap to edge, snap to face

 Low-Poly CSG (Union, Intersect, Subtract, Chisel)

 Live polycount reduction (quadratic mesh simplification),

 UV texcoord editing

 Subdivide

 Mesh smooth

 Vertex weld

 Grabbing objects & polygonal selections via grip buttons.

 Teleport and Fly locomotion support

 VR Skyboxes environments: Includes Blue sky, gray sky, light grey environments (or can be disabled).

 Immersive VR (IVR) scale setting via simple control to easily dial in scale of entire scene.

 Left-handed controller mode.

 Multiple editable lights

 Material editing: Phong, Reflective/refractive environment mapping, Bump mapping, Toon shading

 Runs custom GLSL shaders created in other versions of the app

 File importing: FBX, DAE, OBJ, and more

 File Exporting: OBJ and vsxproj (Verto Studio)

 Concurrent editing features (drop into desktop editor while in VR at the same time).

 Export Verto Studio scenes to cloud drive.

 Full-featured Desktop Mode allowing editing concurrent with VR viewer (two-user mode).

 VR Voice Commands on Windows 10 "Edit", "Select All", "Delete", etc.

 HoloPlay mirroring support for Looking Glass Displays

 Complete file compatibility with the HoloLens, iOS, and Mac versions of Verto Studio 3D

 and more!
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Title: Verto Studio VR
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Game Development
Developer:
Verto Studio LLC
Publisher:
Verto Studio LLC
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 x64 or Newer

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon RX 480

English
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First things first: I don't consider it to be a game, but a interactive narrative. I respect whoever thinks otherwise.

This isn't the problem, though. The problem is that the graphics are terrible, the audio isn't good, the voice-acting is disapointing
and the dialogues and the plot itself are awful.

The only one good thing I found in this title is the credits style and song.. The puzzles are challenging in comparison to
Samorost. But compared to earlier titles in this subgenre of adventure game, do not expect Alice: an Interactive Museum, Monty
Python's Complete Waste of Time, or Blue Ice. I quite liked the art of the characters, but I wish some story had been told among
them. It's very short. You will probably enjoy yourself 3 hours and never think of the game again if you get it on sale. I was
stumped by one puzzle towards the end of the game that refenced something several scenes back and I didn't remember
(because I'd had supper in the meantime), and so I used the clever ingame hint system. It's worth missing a puzzle to use it once.
I liked the idea. I also liked that the game didn't feel the need to walk you through a tutorial on how to use it or any of the rest of
the functions. The magnifying glass I liked less well. And the way going toward the top of the screen would open the
inventory--but sometimes you had to click on things up there was very annoying. I guess I give a very mild thumbs up, with
hopes of more complicated puzzles in a future installment.. Showing Tonight: Mindhunter\u2019s Incident, developed by Phime
Studio, is a point-and-click, adventure puzzle game with a hint of Hidden Object scenarios. After first viewing the trailer, screen
shots and the store page summary, I came in with some high expectations. I was hoping for a fun, creepy adventure in my very
own B-Horror film. Instead, what I got was a gimmicky puzzle system, horribly rendered cut scenes, an unexplained, unfulfilled
and poorly-told story, and a complete lack of Hidden Object sections.

You play as Nate, an avid movie-goer who\u2019s become somewhat obsessed with a new film, \u201cSomeone Ate My
Clapper.\u201d In fact, he\u2019s seen it so many times that the clerk knows his name, and hands him the ticket without
needing to ask. Once in the theatre, Nate falls asleep. He awakes just moments later, but not in his local cinema. Rather, he
finds himself inside the movie. With the help of Gabriella, a character in the film, Nate must\u2026 actually; I can\u2019t really
explain the rest of this story. Because everything from here on out makes no sense. Nothing is explained, nothing is clarified,
and nothing is elaborated upon. You\u2019re either running about, completing random objectives without rhyme or reason, or
you\u2019re struggling to fathom how some of these puzzles made any sense.

But first, I want to start with some positive notes regarding Mindhunter\u2019s Incident. The art work is fairly well done.
It\u2019s got the detail, depth and color to really shine. The game\u2019s concept is also great. It may lose its charm a few
minutes in, but I really like the idea of getting sucked into a movie and solving its mysteries. Also, some of the puzzles are
decent and fun. Not all of them, but some.

Sadly, that\u2019s all I found enjoyable about Mindhunter\u2019s incident. And it\u2019s a real shame, too, since I had such
high expectations. But as far as cons go, there are plenty. Something I really must address is the Hidden Object sections. There
are only three of them in this game. Three Hidden Object sections. That\u2019s it. I thought I had missed some along the way,
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but that wasn\u2019t the case. The game was so lazy that it repeated all three of them in the final stage. Did they not have the
time to make more than three? Seriously?

Instead, you get a multitude of these \u201csilhouette puzzles.\u201d They\u2019re simple, rotate certain objects to fit a certain
position, and that\u2019s it. These were a nice surprise at first, but it isn\u2019t long before they start cropping up everywhere.
There must be at least twenty of these, and they all follow the same formula. Why would the devs devote so much time to these
repetitive puzzles, rather than implement more Hidden Object sections? It just baffles me.

Voice acting is awful, but I can\u2019t necessarily call that a con. The game does take place in a B-Horror movie, after all.
Honestly, I thought the bad acting was a welcomed addition. What I didn\u2019t find welcoming, however, were the cutscenes.
They\u2019re all horribly rendered and look like crap compared to everything else. Not only that, but they\u2019re
accompanied by some of the worst animation I\u2019ve seen in a long time. Characters heads bounce around in a laughable
manner, everyone\u2019s movement is awkward and stilted, and don\u2019t get me started on the lip syncing. It just looks bad,
end of story.

Some of these puzzles are alright, but most boil down to finding an item, walking to a certain location, using that item, and then
venturing out to do it all over again. They aren\u2019t rewarding, nor are they fun. And that\u2019s the key word, here.
\u201cFun.\u201d Mindhunter\u2019s Incident just wasn\u2019t fun. Instead, it was frustrating, tear-jerking-ly boring, and
confusing. There are so many great point and click adventure games on Steam, and this most certainly is not one of them.. Three
words: Bruce ♥♥♥♥ing Campbell.. Pretty nice Steampunk-styled physics puzzle.
Must have for Arcanum fans.
Graphics 4/5
Sound 4/5
Gameplay 5/5
Bugs - none found during full walkthrough. (linux version). This is a great game, and I loved the Phase shifting, along with the
gun play. I like everything in this game, except for the training missions they are too over the top and over kill, Yes LOL right,
but seriouly and the controls are alittle choppy but not bad.. The RACING is okay... it -looks- wonderful... but theres not even
close to enough of it.. at all!

80% of the maps are a Scramble-around driving to random waypoints that change while your driving, -Constantly-. so its utterly
Luck of the draw as to weather you win a match. your better off just sitting by one gate and waiting for it to cycle back to your
gate to drive through. no wait it wont ever do that because it doesn't pick any gates near -players!- the AI precalculates (path
finds) the best fastest path to any new checkpoint or item drop regardless of its location.

 The AI knows the fastest paths "Around the world" (Remember arari ASTEROIDS?) If you like racing games "Steer Clear"
(pun intended) of "Insane 2" what a fantastic bunch of Baha-physics, wasted on a non-racing game. Even with a Trainer-
Program seriously cheating for you, you'll still fail every Crate-Grab or Random checkpoint (same difference) a few times
unless you've got that 'win the lotto!' luck.

Oh and the "Catchup physics" is worth a bunch of rotten tomatoes. I decided to let the other cars just drive off, and sat there for
75% of a lap during an actual race. They had nearly a full lap head start on a 2:50 second loop. i was able to catch up to them by
the middle of "lap 2" surpass them by 20 car-lengths, only to have them rubber-band sling shot back in front of me at the end of
the race.

so, never mind speed. just poke along with and behind the pack till lap 2, and you'll just pass first place at the finish line every
time.

this game looks great, but it plays like a waste of time hope and effort. 80% of the game is the unfair "Reload and wait for the
RNG god to bless you" I want to be clear, no level of skill matters at all in any of the many many jamboree or greed matches
which are more then 2 thirds of this game.

STAY AWAY. Don't buy this!
Or you'll end up paying for an pay for an anger management class too! That, or have to get used to a controller-shaped hole in
your monitor.
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You know what, Ask for a refund NOW, before you even buy it!
That's really the best way to get the point across to devs.

EDIT: Still sucks!. It's nice if you just want to make contact with a baseball, but the physics make the ball so jumpy. Just
tapping it could send it over the fence. I'm not very fond of this take on it.
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Old game still has what you need in a Warhammer 40k RTS... can't scale to modern resolutions but even in a window it's as
good as I remember. "FOR THE EMPEROR!". At this point, while it's a competant infinite runner it needs more content and
more variants. Will check back for future
updates and update my review to reflect those updates.

First impressions and more recommendations to the developer here:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/gTKzckBPnqs. Bob is always hungry!!!. A fantastic little game. Although it is quite short it got tons of
personality. I can highly recommend this if u like story driven puzzle games.. I've played this off and on since buying it on Early
Access when it first came out, and I am blown away by the improvements. I would not consider Cash Crop a complete game
*yet*, but I think it's getting close, and it's surprisingly fun to sink some time into. The music is super interesting, and I like the
uniqueness of the strains and contracts (which is a neat mechanism).

I would like to see some options for buildings, not just staff and crew. And I do think that after a while, the farming gameplay
gets a little tired, and I would like something else to do with my time. Theoretically I could have 3 fields and three crew tending
those fields and I could sit back and just watch the clock tick. Quests, interactions with NPCs, and purchase-able farm upgrades
would go a long ways to adding replayability.

However, overall I found this to be surprisingly fun, and it's neat to see the upgrades and progress made on the game since
launch. The graphics are fun and the game is self-aware and cheeky, which I appreciate. I would recommend this game,
especially seeing the improvements they are making.. Hentai version of candy crush =

Early Access 4 build for Luna and the Moonling is live!:
We have just released a new build of the game that includes new levels, mechanics, performance improvements, graphics
updates, and bug fixes from our ongoing development.

Let us also take this opportunity to THANK YOU all for your continued support. It really means a lot to us and we can't make it
without you! Please continue to share our posts and to tell everyone you can about the game. Also let them know that now is an
awesome time to buy as it is 50% OFF while in early access!

The following key changes of this build are below.

New:

 Added 15 more puzzle levels to the Moon Isles quest.

 Added new puzzle mechanics and character for the new levels.

 Added voice over for the Moon Isles quest Opening Cutscene.

 Added new environment art for Act 4 levels.

 Improvements to level lighting and other visual tweaks.

 Added the company splash screen on starting the game.

Updates:

 The optional HUD Star counters now better show if you have already gotten a given Star.

 More VFX and sounds on the Level Complete UI for Stars.

 Made Pause Menu Star information match that of the optional Star HUD and made numbers turn red once goal can no
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longer be completed.

 Updated the Opening cutscene with character voices (English) and better emotion settings for Luna.

 Balanced some existing Time and Step Star goal data (made it more challenging).

 Made a change to Level 10 for better balancing (added a Hint and moved a Push Block start location).

 Tuned speed on earlier Vortex Blades for better balance and to account for systems with lower framerate.

 Added more Checkpoints in the levels.

Optimizations:

 Lowered memory requirements for lightmaps while also increasing quality.

 Major performance improvements for all systems.

 Optimized the water shader and material for Mac systems for better performance.

 Pre-cached core shaders to avoid "hitches" while playing.

 Changed how we handle fullscreen mode for better performance when using lower resolutions than the native desktop
resolution.

Fixes:

 Fixed "holes" in the terrain on all levels.

 Fixed various edge-case issues with Checkpoints.

 Many other internal bug fixes for better stability and performance.

Known Issues:

 There are still a couple minor "hitches" when playing on Moon Crystal collection and Checkpoint activation.

 The game may not properly detect your controller if you have more than one hooked up.

 The game may not properly use a controller if it is not properly detected (including Steam controller).

. Elementary My Dear Majesty! Trading Cards arrived!:
Hi Everybody.

We are happy to announce that Elementary My Dear Majesty! Trading Cards finally arrived! Feel free to use it!

All the best!. Clicker Warriors – Progression Update:
https://www.clickerwarriors.com/update/clicker-warriors-progression-update/. Cat puzzle 5 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1045873/. ULTRA-BOTS - Update 1.3:

Added:. New Update LIVE 0.10.57 - BUG DETECTOR :D:
We've done a thing.
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The issues everyone's seeing (asteroids spawning on top of you. AI, asteroids & shops not working properly or at all) are all
related to one issue which is in the process of being fixed, but until it is we're hoping this patch will help.

1. We've reduced the size of the world to about 40%. This should hopefully just reduce the chance that you find a 'bad' zone
where the bugs are occur.

2. We've added a HUD element that will tell you if you're in a 'bad' zone or a good one. Simple rule - if you're in a bad zone, try
to find a good one!

3. We've added some more connection issue fixes but we're not sure how many people they will help.

This should help you enjoy the game more till we implement the full fix, and also means we won't get swamped with bug reports
that are all ultimately the same thing :D

We're launching it today - on a Thursday - because the Two Andrews are showing the game at  Norwich Games Festival
[www.norwichgamingfestival.com] tomorrow and Saturday... so if you live nearby come and have a play - or join the server and
see if you can find the NGF players :D

As usual, update the game on Steam to enjoy the benefits!
Enjoy!. Patch 1.1 is here!:

 Items in a Deathmatch lobby that haven't been picked up in the last 20 seconds now despawn to stop bloat

 Moved all buy menus forward by ~20cm, to make them easier to reach

 Host status is now transfered automatically to another player when current host is not responding (e.g. in SteamVR
menu)

 Reworked Sands collisions

 Added a roof to the Church

 Velcro'd the kill info messages to your head

 Wristwatch now shows single digit seconds with a leading zero

 Aligned UMP sights

 M4 now needs to be cocked

 Virus suppression/activation message is now shy: if you stare at it, it fades out

 Oculus users will now rotate around their head instead of around some point 20cm behind them

 All player names are visible in lobby, no matter their or your team

 Host/master player is indicated by a green name

 Blue bots now pick up the dropped virus

 Bots can now access the breaches in District

. Released ver1.2.0 as beta:
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